Appendix 1

Read the text below and answer the questions that follow.

A mass of dark clouds hung low over the wooded hills near the place where Ariff and his workers were surveying the prospective site of a road. As evening drew on, visibility decreased steadily, so Ariff ordered the workers to call it a day. Muthu, his assistant, paused to glance at the overcast sky, then approached him with concern in his eyes. “Sir,” he said, “the weather is getting bad. There is a house a short distance from here. It would be safer and more advisable for us to spend the night there.”

Ariff agreed and Muthu called for the workers to follow him. As they came near the house, it began to rain heavily; so they ran towards their shelter. The house was small and dilapidated, with two rooms and a verandah. Nobody seemed to have lived there for a long time.

Soon, it was ten o’clock and Ariff decided to turn in for the night. His bed had been arranged in one of the rooms. Muthu and the other workers would sleep outside on the verandah. As Ariff entered the room, an old, pale-looking woman welcomed him. A small earthen lamp had been lit in one corner of the room. In the dim light Ariff could see distinctly her wrinkled face. She seemed amiable and well-disposed towards him. Ariff thought that Muthu must have spoken to her about him. He thanked her for providing them with shelter for the night. She then disappeared into the adjoining room.

Eventually, Ariff dropped off to sleep. He was suddenly awakened by the bang of the window above his head. He got up and shut it, making sure that he turned the knob tight. He distinctly recalled have meticulously bolted it before going to bed. Still, a strong gust of wind could have forced it open.

Ariff could not go back to sleep. There was a feeling of disquiet in the air and as he lay awake, he suddenly heard the loud sound of the latch opening and the window was thrown open once more. The room was completely dark; the earthen lamp was out. Ariff grabbed the torch from under his pillow and flashed it at the window. Nobody was there. A cold gust of wind swept across his face. A sudden horror ran through him. He decided not to shut the window. In fact, he was afraid of going near the window.

While he was trying to arrange his thoughts, he was startled by the sound of footsteps in his room. He flashed the torch around once more and looked about him. There was no one, but the sound seemed to be coming nearer. Then, he felt someone sit on the bed near his feet. His faculties by now were totally paralysed. He started involuntarily to pray, but his voice was not more than a whisper.

He shut his eyes and tried to call out, but he could not. Then, he felt icy hands round his throat. He leapt out of bed, the torch still in his hand, rushed towards the door in sheer panic and flung it open. On the verandah his workers were all asleep. He glanced at his watch. It was past midnight. He felt much better sleeping by his workers.
NAME: ..............................................

Answer these questions.

1. What were Ariff and his workers doing?

2. Why did Ariff tell the workers to stop working?

3. Who do you think the old woman was? Give your reason/s to support your answer.

4. State the reason/s why Ariff was afraid to go near the window?

5. Do you agree that the house was haunted? Why were the others not disturbed?

6. What would you have done if you were Ariff?
APPENDIX 2

Read the following text and answer the given questions.

It was scorching in the jungle that August morning. There were four of us and we had been specially selected to carry out some research in the jungle. I was the engineer and leader of the group, Vargas was an expert on jungle trails; Al knew everything about living in tropical countries; the Indian was the strongman of our group and he carried all the heavy supplies.

What I saw that morning made me very angry. We had a lot of work to do, yet not one of the three showed any intention of working. Vargas and the Indian were talking while Al was still sleeping. I walked towards his sleeping-bag and shouted angrily, “Wake up!” Al neither answered nor moved. When I reached his side I saw that his eyes were filled with fear and his lips were moving. I bent closer and tried to hear what he was saying. He whispered only one word: “Snake!” Immediately I looked at his sleeping-bag and saw a lump in the middle of it. Slowly I moved backward, afraid to make any noise because a slight sound might cause the snake to strike. I told Vargas and the Indian about the snake on Al’s stomach and the three of us stood beside him wondering what to do. After a while the Indian went through the actions of smoking a cigarette and blowing the smoke out of his mouth. Then he drew the shape of a sleeping-bag on the ground and made an imaginary cut at the bottom of it. We understood his gestures; he was telling us to cut a hole in the foot of the sleeping-bag and then blow smoke into the bag. This might drive the snake out.

Carefully, I cut a hole in the bag while the other two pulled up the grass to make a fire. Soon smoke was curling out of the sleeping-bag and all around Al’s face. The snake stirred and we ran behind some bushes and waited for it to come out. But when the smoke was gone the snake lay still again. Al had been in the sun for six hours and we could see he was getting weaker. It was the rain shield, the piece of cloth above the sleeping-bag, that protected him from the worst heat of the sun and from being burnt to death. Looking at the rain shield I remembered something Al once told me about snakes. “They are cold-blooded,” he had said. “Half an hour in the direct sunlight will kill them.”

With Al’s consent we took the rain shield away. The hot sun beat down directly on him and the snake began to move. After a while a heavy, rounded head appeared against Al’s throat; a long, brown body followed as the snake crawled out of the bag. As it was moving towards the bush Vargas took his gun and shot it.
NAME: .................................................................

Answer the following questions.

1. What were the men doing in the jungle?

2. Why was the writer angry that morning?

3. Do you think both Vargas and the Indian were aware of Al’s problem before the writer arrived? Give your reason/s for saying this.

4. Compare the snake’s reaction to the smoke from the fire and to direct sunlight.

5. Would you like to have the writer as your leader in such a situation? Why?

6. How would you feel and what would you do if you were in Al’s place?
APPENDIX 3

Read the following passage and answer the questions that follow.

Society is greatly troubled by widespread reports of drug abuse. Some drugs are regarded as dangerous. As such, every possible measure is being taken by the Parliament, government agencies, the medical profession and pharmacists to prevent their use for non-medical purposes. These drugs may interfere with bodily or mental functions. Not only does drug abuse endanger the life of the user, it also places society at large in jeopardy.

Ignorance is the main contributing factor in this problem of drug abuse. People are unaware of the serious danger that this habit poses to their personality, character and their very lives. Many young people have said that they had experimented with drugs out of curiosity. Had they known the dangers involved, they would not have done so in the first place.

One thing is certain. Young people, on the verge of resorting to drugs for relief from physical or psychological distress, should feel free to consult a doctor or counsellor without fearing that they would be ridiculed. Perhaps if these troubled youths had someone to turn to, they would be less likely to turn to drugs. Those in the medical profession are eager and willing to lend assistance. Thus, it must be made known to the young people that help will be given without exception and censure.

There is a general belief that much of the venture into drug-taking among young people stems from an unsatisfying family life. Perhaps, at some stage in his life, the young person has failed to find in his family the degree of understanding he has expected. He feels that he has blocked his search for maturity and has not been given assurance that he belongs in the scheme of things. Thus, he looks elsewhere for satisfaction, perhaps within a self that is deluded and deceived by drugs. Police have found that most parents are incredulous when told that their children are indulging in drugs. Parents ought to realise that the police do not call at a home on such an errand in the spirit of persecution or reproach, but to give parents a chance to save their children.

Wise parents must welcome the warning and respond to it intelligently. They must not criticize their children. Instead, they should take a critical look at the state of their family as a family. Then, having identified the root of their problems, they should go on to correct the defects. Help from professionally qualified people may be sought for the rehabilitation of their children. They should rebuild their home, in which the welfare of every member, whatever his needs may be, is recognized as the responsibility of all.
Answer these questions.

1. What is the main factor in the problem of drug abuse in society?

2. Why do many young people experiment with drugs?

3. How does the writer feel towards young people taking drugs?

4. Do you think those who take drugs to escape from life's problems are merely irresponsible or are they insecure people? Why do you say so?

5. Why are most drug addicts not willing to get help to overcome this habit?

6. Would it be possible to remove the problem of drug addiction in our society? Why do you say so?
APPENDIX 4

Read the text and answer the questions that follow.

Keeping up with the Joneses is all about impressing others with status symbols. For some people, especially those in business circles, it is vital to have the right possessions to impress others. Some possessions which enhance a person’s status in society are flashy cars, handphones and credit cards.

Even before a person starts working, he begins to think of getting a car. Not any car for that matter. The make, mode, colour and power are important considerations. Our national car is still the cheapest model but for many, this is just a stop-gap before they save enough to trade it in for an imported model. Some have the concept that the Proton Saga is for government servants and lower-level executives. Mid-level executives drive a Honda Civic or a Nissan whereas top-level executives drive a Mercedes Benz or a Toyota Camry. EON has produced Proton Perdana to cash in on the market of the image-conscious.

It has become the in-thing to use a handphone while driving. Initially invented as a tool of convenience to take the place of pagers, handphones has come to signify wealth and status. In eateries, cinemas, banks and airports, people announce to the world that they have handphones by talking at the top of their voices. People used it in aeroplanes until it was banned because it interfered with plane communication systems. People boast of answering and making phone calls in the toilet. Advertisements by mobile telephone companies encourage people’s obsession to have the prestige which comes with owning handphones.

Another status symbol in society is the ownership of credit-cards. In the past, people bought things on credit because they were too poor to pay cash. Nowadays, people buy things on credit because they look rich when they do so. What dramatic changes the passage of time has brought. Credit cards are useful when one travels a great deal because it is inconvenient to bring a large amount of cash in different currencies. However, credit cards are used more for the prestigious impression they give than for the sake of convenience.

In today’s society, it is not just clothes which make a man. It is owning the symbols of status which gives an aura of success. Advertisers have exploited this innate desire of people to impress others for their own ends.
NAME: ..............................................................

Answer these questions.

1. Name two important things you will consider when buying a car.
   i) .......................................................  ii) .......................................................  

2. What was the original aim behind the invention of handphones?
   ........................................................................................................................................

3. Which group of people do you think are more easily impressed with status symbol objects – men or women? What are your reasons for saying this?
   ........................................................................................................................................

4. A person’s success is judged by the number of symbols of status he owns? Do agree? Give your reason/s.
   ........................................................................................................................................

5. Do you consider things such as handphones and credit cards as symbols of one’s status or as something necessary in today’s life? Why?
   ........................................................................................................................................

6. What do you think of advertisements?
   ........................................................................................................................................


APPENDIX 5

NAME LIST OF FORM FIVE SCIENCE STUDENTS FOR REFERENCE

1. Ng Han Yeou
2. Subashini Rahavan
3. Yushairi Khairuddin
4. Marshitah Bt Bahar
5. Nhishaeni Parmanadan
6. Suliza Bt Sahar
7. Pearly Tim
8. Ng Ka Wai
9. Kannan R.
10. Jeevagan David
11. Kumaran Maruthamuthu
12. Kalaiselvi
13. Aireen Ismail
14. Mohd Khalid
15. Rafidah Ali Budin
16. Nor Wahida Shamsuddin
17. Hadidawati Mahadi
18. Md. Nazri Abu Bakar
19. Mogana Devi
20. Norzarina Abd. Jabar
21. Noorliana Noordin
22. Izaidah Mohd Isa
23. Erni Nadia
24. Rita Soosai
25. Sarudin Saliman
26. Azmi Ahmad
27. Mohd Anas Dzarib
28. Gunasekaran
29. Fauziah Shamsudin
30. Kamal Ahmad
31. Shaharuuddin
32. Adie Shalmiezan
33. Mohd Azren Isa
34. Zuraida Haron
35. Azurah Abdullah
36. Jamaliah Ishak
NARRATIVE 1 (1) What were Ariff and his workers doing?

1. They were surveying the prospective site of a road.
2. They were surveying the prospective site of a road.
3. Surveying the prospective site of a road.
4. They were surveying the prospective site of a road.
5. They were surveying the prospective site of a road.
6. They were surveying the prospective site of a road.
7. Surveying the prospective site of a road.
8. Surveying the prospective site of a road.
9. Ariff and his workers were surveying the prospective site of a road.
10. Surveying the prospective site of a road.
11. Surveying the prospective site of a road.
12. Surveying the prospective site of a road.
13. Ariff and his workers were surveying the prospective site of a road.
14. Surveying the prospective site of a road.
15. Surveying the prospective site of a road.
16. Surveying the prospective site of a road.
17. They were surveying the prospective site of a road.
18. Surveying the prospective site of a road.
19. Surveying the prospective site of a road.
20. They were surveying the prospective site of a road.
21. Ariff and his workers were surveying the prospective site of a road.
22. Surveying the prospective site of a road.
23. Surveying the prospective site of a road.
24. They were surveying the prospective site of a road.
25. Ariff and his workers were surveying the prospective site of a road.
26. Surveying the prospective site of a road.
27. Surveying the prospective site of a road.
28. Surveying the prospective site of a road.
29. Were surveying the prospective site of a road.
30. Surveying the prospective site of a road.
31. Surveying the prospective site of a road.
32. Surveying the prospective site of a road.
33. Surveying the prospective site of the road.
34. Surveying the prospective site of a road.
35. They were surveying the prospective site of a road.
36. Surveying the prospective site.
(2) Why did Ariff tell the workers to stop working?

1. Visibility was decreasing as evening drew on.
2. Because of the dark cloud and begin to rain.
3. The weather is getting bad.
4. The weather is getting bad.
5. Because visibility decrease steadily.
6. Because the weather is getting bad and it seems to rain.
7. The weather is getting bad.
8. Because visibility is decreasing slowly.
9. Because the weather was bad, it was going to rain and it was getting dark.
10. Because it was going to rain.
11. Because it was dark and the weather get bad.
12. The weather is getting bad.
13. Ariff tell the workers to stop working because the weather is getting bad.
14. Because the weather is getting bad.
15. It will rain.
16. The weather is getting bad and as evening drew on.
17. Because it is going to rain.
18. The weather is getting bad.
19. The weather is getting bad.
20. Because the weather is getting bad.
21. Because the weather is getting bad (going to rain).
22. Because the weather is getting bad.
23. Because the rain will coming (weather is getting bad).
24. Because the visibility decreased steadily.
25. Because the weather is getting bad.
26. The weather is getting bad.
27. Because the weather is not good.
28. Bad weather.
29. Because the weather is getting bad. It is began to rain heavily.
30. Because the weather going to rain.
31. A mass of dark clouds hung low over the wooded hills.
32. Because it was going to rain.
33. The weather is getting bad.
34. The weather is getting bad.
35. Because the weather is getting bad.
36. Because the weather is getting bad.
(3) Who do you think the old woman was? Give your reason/s to support your answer.

1. I think she was a ghost. This is because nobody seemed to have lived in the house for a long time.
2. A person whose stayed at the house. She is the house-owner who has passed away.
3. Ghost because she didn't introduce herself and she disappeared so quickly.
4. The owner of the house. The old woman was there when they arrived.
5. The old woman was a ghost because nobody lived there for a long time and Ariff saw her in the dark room and disappeared just like that without saying anything.
6. The woman is the ghost who living in the house. This is because Muthu never said about the woman and no one seem to live there for a long time.
7. The owner of the house. Because the old woman stay in that house.
8. I think the woman is the owner of the house. This is because the woman know all the way in the house.
9. The old woman was probably a ghost or just Ariff's imagination because the house was left empty. Ghost because when Muthu came in there was nobody. And at the night there was no sound of the woman and there was a lot of scary noises.
10. Probably a ghost because when they came in to the house there was nobody in the house.
11. The owner of the house. Because she providing them with shelter for the night.
12. I think the old woman was the owner of the house and it might be a ghost. It is because only the woman was in the house when Ariff get inside the house.
13. The old woman was a ghost. It is because the woman is pale looking and Ariff was get trouble and disturbed when Ariff sleeping.
14. Ghost. Because the house seemed nobody have lived there for a long time. The women disappeared after welcome them.
15. She was a ghost because she then disappeared into the adjoining room after meet with Ariff.
16. The woman was the owner of the house. It is because she welcomed Ariff to come into her room.
17. Owner of the house because the old woman was there.
18. The old woman is the house owner. Ariff thank the old woman because providing them with shelter for the night.
19. Owner the house. Because she welcomed him into the house. She also amiable and well-disposed towards him.
20. Owner of the house because she is the only person living in the house.
21. It might be the owner of the house because the old woman welcomed him.
22. The old woman is the owner of this house. Because the old women is stay in that house.
23. The old woman was a ghost. Because the house seemed no one lived there for a long time.
24. Owner of the house because only the old woman was there.
25. Ghost. Because the house its look likes nobody seemed to have lived there for a long time. So, how can an old woman live there. The old woman didn't say anything to Ariff and his friend.
26. The old woman house is a ghost because the old woman disappeared into an adjoining room.
27. The old woman owner because the old pale looking woman welcome Ariff.
28. The old woman was want to afraid Ariff and Ariff's workers.
29. I think the old woman was ghost and die long time ago. I think that because the house is so old and not have food.
30. Ghost because nobody lived at that house for long time.
31. Ghost because the house was haunted.
32. House owner because Ariff follow her to go to the room when Ariff want to sleep in the room. It shows the woman know the house structure so it is possible she is the house owner.
33. The owner of the house. Because the old woman stay in that house.
34. I think the old woman not have around the house and maybe Ariff have feel afraid during came the house and he imagine.
35. I think the old woman is owner the house that she pass away because she disappeared when she talk with Ariff.
36. I think the old woman is owner the house that she pass away because she disappeared when she talk with Ariff.
(4) State the reason/s why Ariff was afraid to go near the window?

1. He was afraid that there might be somebody or something at the window trying to frighten him.
2. Because the window was open and close by itself.
3. Because he heard somebody is near the window.
4. It was dark and he heard the loud sound of the latch opening.
5. Because a horror suddenly ran through him.
6. Ariff frightened to go near the window because he felt something wrong and the window is still open even though when he shut it tightly.
7. Frightened with the ghost outside the window.
8. Because Ariff was afraid of ghost and afraid may be the ghost will get him when he go to close the window.
9. Ariff was afraid that it was a ghost.
10. Because he thought there might be anything at the window.
11. Because he was afraid that it was the work of ghosts.
12. A cold gust of wind swept across his face and a sudden horror ran through him.
13. Ariff was afraid to go near the window because he felt something was going wrong in the room and he think that there was someone else in the room.
14. Because Ariff didn’t want get any trouble during sleeping.
15. The window opened by itself.
16. Because a sudden horror ran through him and he decided not to shut the window.
17. He afraid that there was a ghost because it opened by itself.
18. Because Ariff frightened that he will meet a ghost near the window.
19. A sudden horror ran through him.
20. Because the window is turned the knob tight but the window was thrown open once more.
   The cold gust of window swept across his face.
21. He heard somebody is near the window.
22. Ariff was afraid because there is something around him in the room. Moreover, the sound seemed to be coming nearer.
23. Ariff think that the ghost is outside the window.
24. He was feeling of disquiet in the air and the room was completely dark and there is also a horror ran through him.
25. Because Ariff frightened that he will meet a ghost near the window.
26. Because Ariff grabbed the torch from under his pillow and flashed it at the window but nobody was there. A cold gust of wind swept across his face. A sudden horror ran through him. So, he was afraid of going near the window.
27. Ariff afraid to go near the window because he hear the windows was thrown open once more.
28. Because the sound like something come along the window.
29. Ariff was afraid to go near the window because nobody was there and the room was dark and he decided a cold gust of wind swept across.
30. Because in that window has ghost like old woman.
31. Because the window is open and close every time and he heard the loud sound of the latch opening.
32. Because want to see something near the window.
33. Because he heard the loud sound of the latch opening and the window was thrown open once more after he shut it, making sure that not bang again he was turned the knob tight before the window open once more.
34. He afraid ghost outside the window.
35. Because he afraid have ghost and the old woman can disturbed him again.
36. Because he think that the window have a ghost and afraid if the old woman still there.
(5) Do you agree that the house was haunted? Why were the others not disturbed?

1. Yes, I agree. They were not disturbed because they were sound asleep.
2. Yes, because the house was small and dilapidated and nobody seemed to live there.
3. Yes because maybe that woman had killed in the room so that she only disturbed Ariff.
4. No, because maybe Ariff looks like the old woman son or other person.
5. Yes, because the other did not sleep in the room except Ariff.
6. Yes, the house was haunted. The others not disturbed because they sleep in verandah and they are many. But Ariff was alone at the room and nobody can know what will happen to him.
7. No, because Ariff is only playing on his imagination.
8. I agree because the windows and door opened by itself. The others were not disturbed because they slept at the verandah and not in a room.
9. Yes, I agree that the house was haunted because the others were not alone.
10. No, I think the room was the only place that haunted because the others were not disturbed by the ghost.
11. Yes, I do. The others were not disturbed because they were not alone.
12. Yes, because the old women only talk Ariff.
13. I agree that the house was haunted. I think the others had not been disturbed because the workers were sound asleep because very tired.
14. Yes, the others not disturbed because they sleep outside on the verandah and the ghost is living in the house.
15. Yes. Because the others were sleep together. The ghost don’t disturbed them because they...
16. Yes. The others were not disturbed because the workers are brave and just sleep at the verandah and Ariff was scared and sleep in the room.
17. No, because it is only Ariff’s dreaming.
18. Yes, because the others was sound asleep and fell tired of the working.
19. Yes. Because the old woman only talk to Ariff in the room.
20. Yes, because the room that Ariff sleep is haunted and the others not disturbed because they sleep together.
21. No, because the house was not haunted. Just have a woman with her bad memory.
22. Yes, because the others were slept because of tired.
23. Agree because the others were sound sleep because they were very tired.
24. Yes, because the other sleeps at outside on the verandah.
25. Yes, because the others were sound asleep and fell tired after working.
26. Yes, I agree. Because the others were sleeping together but only Ariff is slept alone.
27. Yes. The other not disturb because the others will sleep in the group but Ariff is sleep own in the room.
28. Because other sleep in verandah.
29. Yes, that the house was haunted. The others not disturbed because were all asleep.
30. Yes, why not. The others not disturbed because they sleep very well and dream in paradise.
31. No, because the others not sleep at that room.
32. Yes, because the others are sleeping very well.
33. Yes. Because they are too many but Ariff is alone so he is afraid and easy to disturbed by ghost. Ariff cannot tell his workers what happen to him because he sleep along and no one can help him if something happen to him.
34. Agree. The others sound asleep because they tired working.
35. Maybe because the house have been left for a long time.
36. No, because the house has a memory.
(6) What would you have done if you were Ariff?

1. I would awaken everybody and run away from the house as fast as we could.
2. I will just ignore and get back to my sleep.
3. I will shout so loudly and I will shut my eyes and ran towards the door and I will kick all my men and I will hug them.
4. I will try to not care about it and continue to sleep.
5. I will definitely wake up the workers and tell them what I see and run away from the house.
6. I will find who or what is the icy hands and the footsteps. I will asked my workers to search and to know the story of the house if it is haunted.
7. Forget about the noises that I heard and try to think something funny and make myself tired and go to sleep.
8. I will wake up the others and leave that place.
9. I will be scared and will sleep with the others.
10. I would try to find out what was really going on and I would try to abolish the ghost once and for all.
11. I will sleep with the others from the beginning.
12. I will wake the other worker and run from there.
13. If I were Ariff I think I rather closed the windows and if something going wrong in the room I will find out what is it caused by. If there were a ghost I will try to kill it.
15. I'll sleep with them.
16. I will wake all the workers and asked them to leave the house and went back to our houses.
17. I'll do the same as he has done.
18. Try to fight with the ghost and just ignore about it if I can.
19. I will call the workers and ran from the house.
20. I will go out of the room and sleep with the workers and early in the morning I go out the house and don't come again to the house.
21. I will make friend with the woman and try to settle her problem. I to forget her bad memory.
22. If I were Ariff, I were going to continue my sleep and have a dream.
23. Forget about it and go to sleep and remember the sweet memory and pray.
24. I will run and told the workers what I saw.
25. Try to fight the ghost and ignored about it.
26. If I were Ariff, I were told my friend and the workers to investigate what was happening in that house. Found the answer who is an old woman and where did she come from.
27. I will sleep with the other people in the verandah.
28. Run away from the house.
29. If I was Ariff, I must run to verandah and wake up my workers and ask them to help me. And I must to yell loudly until my workers was wake up and the ghost was run away.
30. Fight with ghost like old woman.
31. I will sleep with the other workers.
32. I try to kill the ghost and fight with the ghost.
33. I will sleep with my worker because I not afraid and I can wake up my worker if something happen to me. Then I felt better sleeping in group.
34. Forget about it and just go to sleep.
35. I am not feel afraid and stay the old house and want to know the mystery at the house and ask other people about this house.
36. I want to stay at the house and I want to know story or mystery of the house.
(1) What were the men doing in the jungle?

1. They were carrying out some research.
2. They want to do some research.
3. To carry out some research in the jungle.
4. The men were done some research in the jungle.
5. The men were carrying out some research in the jungle.
6. They had been specially selected to carry out some research.
7. To carry out some research in the jungle.
8. They are selected to carry some research.
9. Carrying out some research.
10. Carrying out some research.
11. Carry out some research in the jungle.
12. Carry out some research.
13. The men doing some research in the jungle.
14. To do some research.
15. Selected to carry out some research in the jungle.
16. To carry out some research.
17. They were researching in the jungle.
18. To carry out some research in the jungle.
19. Do some research in the jungle.
20. They was camping in the jungle.
21. They will been specially selected to carry out some research in the jungle.
22. To carry out some research in the jungle.
23. Doing some research in the jungle.
24. Carry out some research in the jungle.
25. The men do some research in the jungle.
26. To carry out some research in the jungle.
27. To do some research.
28. To carry out some research in the jungle.
29. Jungle trekking and do adventure in the jungle.
30. Scorching in the jungle.
31. The men have a jungle trekking.
32. Searching in the jungle.
33. To carry out some research in the jungle.
34. To carry out some research.
35. To carry out some research in the jungle.
36. Selected to carry out some research in the jungle.
(2) Why was the writer angry that morning?

1. Others were not showing any intention of working.
2. Because none of them showed any intention of working while there had a lot of work to do.
3. Because his friends not show any intention of working.
4. There was no one of the three of his friends wake up to do a lot of work but they are still sleeping.
5. The writer was angry because there was lot of work to do but no one showed any intention of working.
6. It is a lot of work to do and nobody showed any attention of working.
7. They had a lot of work to do, yet not one of the three showed any intention of working.
8. The writer angry because non of three of them showed attention of working.
9. There was a lot of work but showed any intention of working.
10. There was a lot of work but showed any intention of working.
11. Had a lot of work to do yet not one of the three showed any intention of working.
12. Yet not one of the three showed any intention of working.
13. The writer was angry that morning because the three other people did not showed any intention of working.
14. Because Vargas and the Indian were talking while Al was still sleeping and they never any work.
15. He had a lot of work to do and no one of his friends showed any intention of working.
16. They had a lot of work to do, yet no one of the three showed any intention of working.
17. His followers were not show any intention of working.
18. Because not one of the three showed any intention of working.
19. They have a lot of work to do, but not one of the three showed any intention of working.
20. Because there was a lot of work to do. Yet not one of the there showed any intention of working.
21. Because yet not one of the three showed any intention of working Vargas and the Indian are talking while Al still sleeping.
22. Yet not one of the three showed any intention of working.
23. The writer were very angry because his friends showed any intention of working because they had a lot of work to do.
24. Had a lot of work to do, yet not one of the three showed any intention of working.
25. Because not one of the three showed any intention of working.
26. Because they had a lot of work to do, yet no one of the three showed any intention of working.
27. The writer angry because he has a lot of work to do and Vargas and the Indian were talking while Al was still sleeping.
28. Yet not one of the three showed any intention of working.
29. Because the writer had a lot of work to do but the writer friends was still sleeping.
30. They had a lot of work to do yet not one of the three showed any intention of working.
31. Because the writer friends do not showed any intention of working.
32. Not one of the three showed any intention of working.
33. Because he had a lot of work to do, yet not one of the three showed any intention of working.
34. The writer and her friend had a lot of work to do but not one of the three showed any intention of working.
35. Because we have a lot of work to do and they not attention of working.
36. Because they have a lot of work to do but not one of the three showed any intention of working.
(3) Do you think both Vargas and the Indian were aware of Al’s problem before the writer arrived? Give your reason/s for saying this.

1. Yes, they were aware because they were talking with each other.
2. No, because Vargas and Indian were busy talking and they thought that Al was sleeping.
3. No, because after the writer, they were just stood beside Al and don’t know what to do.
4. No, because they still sleeping when the writer arrived.
5. They did not know Al’s problem. They thought Al was asleep.
6. No, it is because they were still talking and not realise that Al was not get awake.
7. No, they were sound asleep when the writer arrived.
8. Yes, because they afraid snakes.
9. They did not know. They asked him to wake up.
10. They did not know and asked him to wake up.
11. No, because they thought Al was sleeping.
12. No, because both of them were talking.
13. I think Vargas and the Indian were not aware of Al’s problem because the two of them were busy talking and they thought that Al’s were sleeping.
14. No, because they were still sleeping when the writer arrive.
15. No, because both Vargas and the Indian not tell the writer.
16. No, because they were busy talking while Al was still sleeping.
17. No, because they were busy in talking to each other.
18. No, because Vargas and the Indian were talking while Al was still sleeping.
19. No, because Vargas and the Indian were talking while Al was sleeping. They also did not show any intention of working.
20. No, because Vargas and the Indian were talking.
21. No, because they are still talking and realise Al’s still sleeping.
22. No, because the writer walked towards his sleeping-bag and shouted angrily.
23. No, because Vargas and the Indian were busy talking and thought that Al was still sleeping.
24. No, because they thought Al was sleeping.
25. No, because Vargas and the Indian were talking while Al was still sleeping.
26. No, Vargas and the Indian are still talking while Al was still sleeping. So, they can’t connecting to others.
27. No, because Vargas and the Indian will sleep.
28. No. Because they were busy talking to each other.
29. I think Vargas and the Indian were of Al’s problem before the writer arrived. The writer see Vargas and their friend eyes were filled with fear and lips were moving. He tried to hear what their friend was saying.
30. No, because they were busy talking while Al was still sleeping.
31. No, because they think that Al’s still sleeping.
32. No, because they were busy talking while Al was still sleeping.
33. No. Because they were talking while Al was still sleeping.
34. No, because Vargas and the Indian are talking and they didn’t care about Al.
35. No, because the writer walked towards his sleeping-bag and shouted angrily.
36. No, because the writer walked toward his sleeping-bag and shouted angrily.
(4) Compare the snake’s reaction to the smoke from the fire and to direct sunlight.

1. Smoke does not drive the snake out but direct sunlight does.
2. Reaction to the smoke the snake stirred but when the smoke was gone the snake lay still again and to direct sunlight will kill those snakes because they are cold-blooded.
3. Snake will react slower to the smoke but it will go faster if the snake is burning by the sun.
4. It scared to direct sunlight and move out from the sleeping-bag.
5. Fire – The snake stirred. Direct sunlight – the snake began to move and crawled out of the bag.
6. The snake stirred and when the smoke gone, it lay again but the cold-blooded snakes began to move when the hot sun beat down directly.
7. The snake scared with direct sunlight.
8. The snake drive out from the fire while the sunlight will kill them.
9. The snake stirred its head to the smoke but could not stand the direct sunlight.
10. The snake stirred its head to the smoke but could not stand the direct sunlight.
11. The snake stirred and the snake began to move and crawled out of the bag.
12. The snake’s reaction is the snake stirred and to directly sunlight is its began to move and crawled out of the bag.
13. The snake’s reaction between the smoke and the direct sunlight was the smoke did not gave any reaction but when the direct sunlight, the snake started to move out from the sleeping-bag.
14. The snake scared to direct sunlight and move out from the sleeping bag.
15. The snake move out from the bag when they put the Al’s sleeping bag under the hot sun but the snake do not move when they blow the smoke into the bag.
16. The smoke from the fire make the snake stirred and snake lay still again. But this hot sun beat down directly and the snake began to move.
17. When the smoke was there, the snake stirred until the smoke was gone. But when the snake was directed to sunlight, it began to move.
18. The snake’s reaction afraid of the sunlight and the snake run into a jungle but it was shoted by Vargas.
19. The snake’s reaction to the smoke from the fire is stirred and to direct sunlight is its began to move and crawled out of the bag.
20. Cut a hole in the foot of the sleeping bag and then blow smoke into the bag and the hot sun beat down directly on Al and the snake began to move.
21. The snake stirred and when the smoke gone, it lay again but the cold-blooded snakes began to move when the hot sun beat down directly.
22. The smoke of cigarette and blowing the smoke out of his mouth. The snake stirred and began to move.
23. The snake’s reaction is the snake did not give any reaction but when the direct sunlight the snake started to move out from the sleeping bag.
24. The snake stirred and the snake began to move and crawled out of the bag.
25. The snake’s reaction afraid of the sunlight and the snake run into a jungle but it was shot by Vargas.
26. The snake’s drive out when smoke from the fire but lay still again when the smoke was gone and the snake’s ran away from the direct sunlight.
27. The snake reaction is snake it very afraid with the direct select and went out in the bag and ran to the bushes.
28. The snake didn’t give any response to the smoke.
29. The snake’s not give any reaction to the smoke from the fire when to direct sunlight the snake’s give a reaction. The snake was out from Al’s bag.
30. The smoke from the fire make the snake stirred and lay still again.
31. The snake’s stirred to the smoke from the fire and lay still again but the snake began to move away because the hot sun beat down directly on it.
32. The smoke from the fire make the snake stirred and lay still again.
33. The snake’s reaction to the smoke from the fire is the snake stirred at them and the snake still lay again but to direct sunlight the snake begin to move and the snake crawled out of the bag.
34. When smoke was curling at Al, the snake stirred and when the smoke was gone the snake lay still again. When sunlight come, the sunlight will kill them.
35. The snake stirred and we ran behind some bushes. But when smoke was gone, the snake lay still again. The hot sun beat down the snake began to move.
36. The snake stirred and the snake lay still again when the smoke was gone.
(5) Would you like to have the writer as your leader in such a situation? Why?

1. Yes, because he could act rationally in emergency situation and he took care of others' safety.
2. Yes, because the writer was responsible. And very helpful.
3. Yes, because he can think perfectly whether in an emergency case.
4. Yes, because he is not panic when there is trouble and try to think how to solve the problem.
5. Yes, because he willing to help me, in a right way, when I'm in danger.
6. Yes. Because he is smarter and have responsibility to guide the whole group. He also know what to do and can control the situation (don't panic).
7. Yes. He take very good and quick action when there is an accident.
8. Yes, because he is brave and intelligent.
9. Yes, because he is very responsible and thinks well during although situation like above. He also has good knowledge.
10. Yes, because he is very responsible and think well during although situation like above. He also has good knowledge.
11. Yes, because he is responsible and take action to save Al's life.
12. Yes, because I like to help other people to settle the big problem and save their lives.
13. I think I would not like the writer to be my leader because the writer were hot temper person and cannot think properly when something happened.
14. Yes, because the writer can save Al’s problem.
15. Yes. He was responsible and caring man. He has many experiences.
16. Yes. Because he was a responsible man.
17. Yes, because he is a responsible man.
18. No, because the writer not have many experiences in an adventure jungle-treking also coward.
19. Yes, because he can get a good way to help us when we in dangerous situation.
20. Yes, because he responsibility with the situation and think with the others to solve the problem.
21. Yes, because the writer is caring to the member of the group and always make sure the member of the group are safely. He also smarter leader.
22. Yes, because he was a responsible man and tried to solve a problem.
23. I think I would not like to have the leader like the writer because the writer is hot tempered person, and not responsible, cannot think the properly when something happened.
24. Yes, because he is responsible and take action to save Al’s life.
25. I like it because can give some information for all people.
26. No, because the writer didn’t have many experience for the some panic situation.
27. Yes, because the writer is not panic and try to settle another problem.
28. Yes. He is very responsible in handling situation.
29. I must to very responsible to my friends and do the best work.
30. Yes, because he is a responsible man.
31. No, because the leader have to wake up the others and not expert in jungle trails.
32. I like it because can give the information for all people.
33. No. Because he was not responsible, coward, did not do anything when something happened to his members, can’t think solution as quickly as he can.
34. Yes, because the writer know what he wants to do and care about his friend. He also share the problem with his friend to take an idea.
35. Yes, because the writer very responsible man and brave. Then he tried his best to settle the problem.
36. Yes, because to be a leader I must responsible, so I have a good attitude and when I be a leader in a situation I think it very adventure for me.
(6) How would you feel and what would you do if you were in Al's place?

1. I would feel like I was going to die. If I were in Al's place, I would not dare to move even an inch until the snake moved away.

2. I would feel scared and I might keep quiet because I screamed if I screamed the snake might hit me. I will do sign language to my friends to help me.

3. I will feel scared. If I were in Al's place, all I can do is just hope that God will save me.

4. Scared. I will ask for help from my friends.

5. I will feel like dying that day, because I'm afraid of snakes and I don't think that I can just keep quiet when the snake moving beside me.

6. I feel frightened and don't know what to do. I also quaking with fear. My reaction is just like Al's because snake is danger and I must calm to solve the problem and with my friends' help.

7. Will very scared.

8. Scared and will do what Al does.

9. I will be terrified and scared. I might wet my pants.

10. I will be very scared and terrified. I will try to get out of there as fast as possible.

11. I will stay calm and wait until someone help.

12. Scared. Because from the young I afraid of the snakes. I will run from the place.

13. I think I will quaking with fear and tried not to move and trying to give signal to others that I'm in danger.

14. I feel so lucky because I can get more experience during the camping. And save from the snake.

15. I feel very scared. I will do what Al has done and I'll pray to God for the snake do not bit me.

16. I will scared and I will still sit there until the snake move.

17. I will stay there until the snake gone.

18. I run home because I very happy.


20. I feel so afraid and I will try not to make the snake stirred and get the idea to make the snake move or give a sound or signal to the others.

21. I feel frightened and don't know what to do. I also quaking with fear. My reaction is just like Al's because snake danger and I must calm to solve this problem and until my friends help.

22. I feel frightened and tired after had been in the sun for six hours. I will think to do something to move away the snake.

23. I am very scared, I also think if I died. I will quaking with fear and tried not to move and trying to give the signal to the other that I'm been danger.

24. I will run and screamed.

25. I try to find my way out of the jungle.

26. I will be so scared and I am run away to save my life.

27. Hope for my lucky. If I lucky good I save but if my lucky not good I run.

28. I will stay calm and wait for help.

29. I was very afraid because afraid the snake was bit to me. If I were in Al's place I must to try to throw away the snake so far or kill the snake.

30. I feel so happy because I am very happy and the father of happy.

31. If I were in Al's place, I feel scared and I would try not to move because the snake of has sleep at my stomach.

32. I feel happy because I am very happy.

33. Scared, quaking with fear, I will pray to God to save my life and to get rid the snake from the sleeping-bag while my friend help to rid away the snake.

34. I am very scared. I just prayed to God to save my life and I hope the snake can go away. I also do what Al did.

35. I feel very afraid and tried to save my life. Then I feel very quaking with fear. I will think something to move away the snake.

36. I feel afraid and I must think something to settle the snake and maybe catch the snake and kill it.
EXPOSITORY I

(1) What is the main factor in the problem of drug abuse in society?

1. Ignorance.
2. Ignorance is the contributing factor.
3. Ignorance.
4. Ignorance.
5. Ignorance.
6. Ignorance.
7. Ignorance.
8. The main factor in the problem of drug abuse is wide-spread reports.
9. Ignorance.
10. Ignorance.
11. The main factor which cause drug abuse is people’s ignorance.
12. Ignorance is a contributing factor.
13. It can cause a social problem such as drug addict and robbery.
15. Ignorance.
16. Ignorance.
17. Ignorance of the danger.
18. Ignorance.
19. Unaware of the serious danger that this habit poses to their personality.
20. Ignorance is a contributing factor.
21. Ignorance.
22. Ignorance.
23. Ignorance.
24. The main factor is ignorance.
25. Ignorance is a contributing factor in this problem of drug abuse.
26. Ignorance.
27. Ignorance is a contributing factor in this problem of drug abuse.
28. Ignorance.
29. Bodily or mental function.
30. The main factor is people are unaware of the serious danger that this habit pose to their personality, character and their very lives.
31. Ignorance.
32. Unaware of the serious danger that this habit pose to their personality, character and their very lives.
33. Ignorance.
34. Ignorance.
35. Ignorance is a contributing.
36. Ignorance.
(2) Why do many young people experiment with drugs?

1. They are curious.
2. Because of curiosity.
3. Curiosity.
4. They do not know the dangers involved.
5. Because they don’t know the serious dangers caused by the drugs.
6. It can change or release tension. Some are insecure people and irresponsible.
7. They do not know the dangers involved.
8. They experiment with drugs out of curiosity.
9. Because they don’t know the dangers of the drugs.
10. Curiosity and they did not know the danger of the drugs.
11. Because of curiosity.
12. Relief from physical or psychological stress.
13. It is because many of the young people did not know the side-effects.
14. They resorting to drugs for relief from physical or psychological distress free to consult a doctor or counsellor without fearing that they would be ridiculed.
15. Because this habit poses to their personality, character and their very lives.
16. To relief from physical or psychological distress.
17. Release from tension.
18. For relief from physical or psychological stress.
19. Relief from physical or psychological distress, should feel free to consult a doctor or counsellor without fearing that they would be ridiculed.
20. Because they want to try with it and feel with their own.
21. They think they can release tension and forget about all their heavy problem with drugs.
22. The habits poses to their personality, character and their very lives.
23. The young people did not know the dangerous when they are taking drugs.
24. They are unaware of the danger that the habit poses to their personality, character and lives.
25. Curiosity.
26. To relief from physical or psychological stress.
27. Many young people have experiment with drugs because young people on the verge of resorting to drugs for relief from any stress.
28. For relief from physical or psychological stress.
29. Because they would not have done so in the first place.
30. They would not have done so in the first place.
31. Because they want out of curiosity.
32. They would not have done so in the first place.
33. For relief from physical or psychological distress.
34. Relief from physical or psychological distress.
35. Because young people for relief from physical or psychological distress should feel free to consult…
36. They known the dangers involved, they would not have done so in the first place.
(3) How does the writer feel towards young people taking drugs?

1. They do not realise the dangers of drug addiction.
2. They should consult a doctor or counsellor without fearing that they will be ridiculed.
3. They should consult a doctor or counsellor without fearing that they will be ridiculed.
4. He has blocked his search for maturity and has not been given assurance that he belongs to the scheme of things.
5. Sad, worried and sympathy.
6. They did not know the danger of taking drugs. They also cannot change their attitude if nobody can help them. They need someone to hear their problems.
7. He feels that he has blocked his search for maturity and has not been given assurance that he belongs in the scheme of things.
8. The writer feel they taking drugs because they don’t know the dangers involved.
9. Young people should feel free to consult a doctor or a counsellor without fear.
10. Young people should feel free to consult a doctor or counsellor without fearing that they would be ridiculed.
11. The young people should feel free to consult a doctor or counsellor without fearing that they would be ridiculed.
12. Sad and worry.
13. The writer felt that it is the stupid thing to do.
14. He feels that he has blocked his search for maturity and has not been given assurance that he belongs in the scheme of things.
15. Feel sad.
16. The people would not have done so in the first place. Drug abuse endanger the life of the user, it also place society at large in jeopardy.
17. He felt sad because there were so many young people taking drugs.
18. Their future was not bad and can die also very dangerous.
19. Worry, sad and sympathy.
20. Sad, because the young people is leader for the next generations.
21. To relief from physical or psychological distress and don’t want to see a counsellor to settle the problem.
22. On the verge of resorting to drugs for relief from physical or psychological distress, should feel free to consult a doctor or counsellor without fearing...
23. They should feel free to consult a doctor or counsellor without fearing that they would be ridiculed.
24. The writer feel sad, sympathy and worried.
25. They should consult a doctor or counsellor without fearing that they will be ridiculed.
26. The young person has failed to find in his family the degree of understanding he has expected.
27. He feels that he was blocked his search for maturity.
28. Should feel free to consult a doctor or counsellor without fearing that they would be ridiculed.
29. Because young people on the verge of resorting to drugs for relief from physical or psychological distress. Should feel free to consult a doctor or counsellor without fearing that they would be ridiculed.
30. The writer feel the young people taking drugs is feel that their has blocked his search for maturity and has not been given assurance that he belongs in the scheme of things.
31. The writer feel angry.
32. Very dangerous.
33. General belief.
34. The writer feel that young people taking drugs because to escape from their problems.
35. The writer feel disappointed because young people taking drugs but they still young and must think their future.
36. On the verge of resorting to drugs for relief from physical or psychological distress. Should feel free to consult a doctor or counsellor without fearing that they would be ridiculed.
(4) Do you think those who take drugs to escape from life's problems are merely irresponsible or are they insecure people? Why do you say so?

1. They are irresponsible because they make the people around them worry about them.
2. Yes, they will steal to get some money to buy some drugs.
3. Yes, because they will steal something to get some money to buy some drugs.
4. They are merely irresponsible because they always want to avoid from their problem.
5. They insecure people, this is because they don't have the right person to talk with and solved their problem. They stayed alone and don't have confidence to solve their problem but involved themselves in drugs.
6. They are insecure people. Nobody wants problems but when it comes, they tried to solve it. But when they cannot do anything, they will find the way to release.
7. They are merely irresponsible because they don't want to face the truth and try to avoid facing it.
8. No, because they would not have done so in the first place.
9. They insecure people because they cannot make a good decision and they ignore their problem and have fun with the dangerous drugs.
10. They are insecure people. They do not try to solve their problem.
11. They are merely irresponsible because they didn't responsible on their problem and want to escape from their problems.
12. I think those who take drugs to escape life's problems are merely irresponsible because they try to settle their problems but cannot.
13. I think they were merely irresponsible people because they should tried to solve their problem using their own brain.
14. Yes, because they will steal something to get some money to get a drugs.
15. Those who take drugs are to escape from life's problems because they want to forget about his/her problems.
16. They are insecure people because when they take drugs, it will effect our body and it's not good for our health and mind also physical.
17. They were merely irresponsible because when they were taking drugs, they will feel relax and free.
18. Yes, because they will steal something to get some money to get drugs.
19. Those take drugs to escape from life's problem are merely irresponsible because they don't want to settle their problem and deal with it.
20. Merely irresponsible because they take drugs to forget their problems and enjoy with the drugs with their friends.
21. They are insecure people. It's because many of the drug addicts people are come from family problems, money problems and something else.
22. Yes, because their life are not happy and pressure from family problems.
23. Merely irresponsible. Because if there are taking the drug the problems cannot gone but it become many problem for thought their taking drugs.
24. Those who take drugs to escape from life's problems are insecure people. Because they don't know how to overcome a problems and they do not confident with their decision when do something.
25. Yes because they will steal something to get some money to buy some drugs.
26. –
27. because the drugs can settle the problem for a few minutes.
28. They are insecure people. They do not try to solve their problem.
29. No, because who take drugs can get more problem in their life. Their family was very sad with son or girl and drugs future can get many problem for example we can die.
30. I think not because the drugs addict given more problem then he think.
31. I think taking drugs are insecure people because they ........
32. They are merely irresponsible because they have many problem.
33. Merely irresponsible. Because when they take a drug they have forgotten all his problems and never think the problem again than make the problem become a big problem.
34. Yes, they are merely irresponsible because they can make another people have problems like social problem.
35. No, because take drugs can give more problems and take drugs can cause problem health and cause worry other people.
36. No, because if they taken drug they must live and whatever their problem cannot settle and the problem make many.
(5) Why are most drug addicts not willing to get help to overcome this habit?

1. They are not able to think rationally and they need guidance and help from others to overcome this habit.
2. Because they do not have self-confidence.
3. Because they don’t have self-confidence.
4. Because people around them always don’t care about the drug addicts. Sometimes the drug addicts don’t want to get the help.
5. Because of fear and shame and maybe drugs more comfortable and gives them happiness which they don’t want to lose.
6. It is because of themselves. They don’t want parents, family and society also government to help them. They want to live with their world. Sometimes people can’t accept them into the society.
7. Because they are shy and scared to face people around them especially their parents and their close people.
8. Because they have spoilt.
9. Because they shame of themselves and afraid to asking for help and they don’t want to loose the habit because it gives them peace and happiness.
10. Because they think they’re satisfied with taking drugs.
11. Because they think they were satisfied with taking drugs and they forget their miserable life by taking drugs.
12. Because the drug addicts know their parents or the community will hate them although they overcome this habit.
13. It is because they did not have a self-confidence.
14. They felt shy and have a serious danger of this habit poses to their personality.
15. He think no one wants to help him. They feel very happy and comfortable with their life.
16. The young person has failed to find in their family the degree of understanding he has expected.
17. Because they think that drugs is the last way to solve their problems.
18. They feel shy and have a serious danger that this habit poses to their personality.
19. Unsatisfying family life at some state in his life. The person has failed to find in his family the degree of understanding he has expected blocked his search for maturity and has not been given assurance that he belongs in the scheme of things.
20. Young people on the verge of resorting to drugs for relief from physical or psychological distress, should feel free to consult a doctor or counsellor without fearing that they would be ridiculed.
21. It’s because their family cannot accept them. So most of drug addict feel sad and no ways to stay. To settle their problem, they join their old friends who are drug addicts.
22. Because perhaps within a self that is deluded and deceived by drugs.
23. Because their know the power of drugs and also their friends to join them to take drug.
24. Because they feel that they will be ridiculed. Shame and they feel more comfortable with the drug.
25. Because people are ..........
26. Because people are unaware of the serious danger that this habit poses to their personality, character and their very lives.
27. Because they are shy and scared to see people around them and the family.
28. Because they think they were satisfied with taking drugs.
29. Because most drug addicts cannot and don’t want to think their problem and their not want people to help their life.
30. The young people are failed and they know nobody can settle their problem and feel shy.
31. Because they think that taking drugs can escape from their problems.
32. Because they know nobody can settle their problems and feel shy.
33. Because they have addicts with the drugs and cannot do anything if they cannot have a drug when he want it.
34. Because they think people can’t help them and maybe people look them like enemy.
35. Young people on the verge of resorting to drugs for relief from psychological distress should feel free to consult a doctor or counsellor without fearing that they would be ridiculed.
36. Young people on the verge of resorting to drugs for relief from physical or psychological distress should feel free to consult a doctor or counsellor without fearing that they would be ridiculed.
(6) Would it be possible to remove the problem of drug addiction in our society? Why do you say so?

1. Yes. I say so because if everyone in our society knows the dangers of drug addiction, they will not dare to experiment with drugs.
2. Impossible because they won’t listen to our advise and they will still keep on going with their way.
3. Impossible because they won’t listen to our advice and they still go with their habit whatever we are trying to do to them.
4. Yes. It is because if we must have a responsibility each other then we can solve all of our problems.
5. Yes, because if the problem can’t be solved it will cause bad effect to the person, family and also country. In our country nowadays, there are many doctor, counsellors, society’s which can help the drug user to stay away from the drugs.
6. Yes, it is possible. The drug addiction can be removed if the government and society always help the drug addict. They give what they (drug addicts) need such as love, care and hear their problem.
7. Yes. We must find out the reason why the young involved in drug abuse and try to find the cure.
8. Yes, because it to cure the drug addict from taking drugs.
9. Yes, because we can build a fully developed nation without any problems.
10. Yes, because we can build a fully developed nation without any problems.
11. Yes, it is possible. We can solve the drug addiction problem by cooperate with other members of the society and give advises and another chance to the drug addicts.
12. Yes, because today all the parents very busy in their business and work. The parents did not have time to take care their children.
13. Yes, by giving a full support to them and the family of the drug addict should maintain in peace in their family.
14. Possible because we must cooperate with the others to remove it.
15. Yes. This is our problem. The young people is our next generations.
16. Yes, if the whole people give a responsibility. The country also will get more modern and we will be more civilisation.
17. Yes. If all people be co-operate. Parents should make their family happy and they have to pay attention to their children.
18. Possible because we must cooperate with the others to remove it.
19. Yes. Because it was difficult to remove the problem. It was habit for people. Cannot get cooperation from everyone especially from the drug addicts.
20. Yes, because it is not trend to the next generations. The next generations is advance to their country, religion and victim.
21. Not possible. Because the seller of the drug always want to get more money by selling the drugs. They not care about the low and break the rule.
22. Yes, it is possible. It is because the problem of drug addiction can solve by intention from their parents.
23. Yes. You can settle your problem also you can get a healthy life.
24. Yes, it is possible to remove the problem of drug. Because drug effect the mental and physical of an individual and then disturb the peace and harmony and safety of the public.
25. Impossible because they won’t listen to our advise and they still go with this habit whatever we are trying to do to them.
26. Yes, because in our society, we had learn what is the drug addicts and how it’s attacked us. What its effect.
27. Possible because we must cooperate with the other remove it.
28. Yes. If we cooperate to solve this problem we can remove this problem.
29. Yes. The society can get more afraid to the drug.
30. Yes, possible. Why not? The drugs addict will rob your home and he go to buy a drug.
31. No, because our society just can lower the drug addict.
32. Possible but we must cooperate each other.
33. Yes. Because if everyone didn’t take a drug the problem of drug addiction in our society is cannot be happen. Next, if they know how dangerous the drug they cannot take a drug again.
34. Yes, because if all people together remove the problem like give moral attitude to their children.
35. Yes, because it is not follow for other people and the next generations.
36. Yes, without drug in society can more advance and this country can advance to ...
EXPOSITORY 2

(1) Name two important things you will consider when buying a car.

1. i) mode ii) colour
2. i) colour ii) power
3. i) colour ii) power
4. i) mode ii) colour
5. i) colour ii) mode
6. i) colour ii) power
7. i) mode ii) colour
8. i) good condition ii) new
9. i) mode ii) colour
10. i) model ii) colour
11. i) mode ii) colour
12. i) mode ii) colour
13. i) the quality ii) the price
14. i) colour ii) power
15. i) mode ii) colour
16. i) colour ii) power
17. i) make ii) colour
18. i) colour ii) power
19. i) colour ii) mode
20. i) colour ii) power
21. i) colour ii) power
22. i) the make ii) colour
23. i) colour ii) power
24. i) colour ii) mode
25. i) colour ii) power
26. i) colour ii) power
27. i) colour ii) power (speed)
28. i) mode ii) colour
29. i) colour ii) mode
30. i) mode ii) colour
31. i) mode ii) power
32. i) mode ii) colour
33. i) colour ii) power
34. i) mode ii) power
35. i) mode ii) colour
36. i) mode ii) colour
(2) What was the original aim behind the invention of handphones?

1. It was to ease the communication with other people.
2. To communicate.
3. To communicate.
4. For communication.
5. To communicate easily.
6. It is for easily communication with one another who live far and for the easily business agreement.
7. For communication. Easy and convenience.
8. –
9. To communicate with people easily.
10. To communicate with people easily.
11. Invented as a tool of convenience to take the place of pagers.
12. To communicate with other people.
13. The original aim behind the invention of handphones were it is very convenience when to make an emergency call and other people can contact if there were an emergency.
15. To make the communication easy.
16. To communicate to other people wherever you are.
17. To make the communication easily from the place we sit.
18. Pagers.
20. Invented as a tool of convenience to take the place of pagers.
21. To make the communication come easy.
22. A tool of convenience to take the place of pagers.
23. For communication, easy.
24. To communicate with others easily in any time and anywhere.
25. To communicate.
27. Pagers.
28. As a tool of convenience to take place of pagers.
29. Handphones has come to signify wealth and status.
30. Pagers.
31. As a tool of convenience.
32. Pagers.
33. Come to signify wealth and status.
34. Come to signify wealth and status.
35. As a tool of convenience to take the place of pagers.
36. Tool of convenience to take the palace of pagers.
(3) Which group of people do you think are more easily impressed with status symbol objects – men or women? What are your reasons for saying this?

1. Men, because they like to look rich to attract women. (Note: Not all men are like that.)
2. Women, because they are very money minded and they are always thinking about money all the time.
3. Women because as we all know, women are money minded and they are always thinking about money all the time.
4. Men, because they do all that to attract women.
5. Women – women are considered with status symbol objects because they always hope to get the best thing, which can give them a good, happy and comfortable life.
6. Women. They were easily interest at anything product and did not think if the price is expensive. They also enjoy shopping and enjoy used credit cards.
7. Men. Because they like to show their glamorous to everybody and they like people to praise them.
8. Men, because they have to work.
9. Yes, because a successful person is affordable to by lots of things.
10. Women. Because they buy more things from men.
11. Women. Because they want to have a standard life.
12. Women. Because always want to be the best and good which can get better life.
13. Men. It is because men had their own pride and think that they were born to be leader and have to respect.
14. Men because men want to do something new. Women because like with many money or something else.
15. Men to tackle women and to show their rich.
16. Women because they always to show their expensive things to other people.
17. Women because women always like to show their status.
18. Men because men want to do something new. Women because like men with many money or something else.
19. Women because they always want the best and good which can get happy life to them.
20. Men because it is owning the symbols of status which gives an aura of success and it shows a rich people.
21. Women. Many advertisement used the women to promote their product and this way are successful.
22. Women because women like to be a rich people.
23. Men because the men can do all thing to protect the women.
24. Women because they are easily attract with status of symbol like house, car and other things and they always hope to get the best things.
25. Woman because women are money minded.
26. Men like to try anything is new and adventure.
27. Men. Because men can go faster and do something new thing.
28. Women because they want standard life and show other people.
29. Women because women can get more job are best. For example, when the women are do a best job and many status symbol objects can their get difference the men.
30. Women because they want a standard life and I love women.
31. Men because men have a job.
32. Women because they want a standard life and I like her.
33. Men. Because if a men drive a big car, used a handphone, and used a card credit. The people were excited looking at him especially a women.
34. Women because women look pretty and make some people likely and many promotion things for women.
35. Men because the men like style and want different things. They want women proud to them and interested to them.
36. Men because men want all women can respect at him when he has a credit card, handphone.
(4) A person's success is judged by the number of symbols of status he owns? Do you agree? Give your reason/s.

1. I do not agree. This is because a person's success is judged by whether he or she has achieved what he or she has achieved what he or she wants in life and whether he or she lives a happy life.
2. No, because I think a person's success is judged by the kindly heart.
3. No, because I think a person's success is judged by the kindly heart, not the number of symbols of status he owns.
4. Yes. People will look up to the persons who has many numbers of symbols of status he owns.
5. No, because one's success is more seen according to their educational, behaviour, kindness, responsible and hardworking.
6. Yes. It is because nowadays people were too materialistic. Money and asset is the most important thing than face (handsome or beautiful). Life in this modern city will use a lot of money.
7. Yes, people will look up to them.
8. No, because the success is judged by the hardworking of a person.
9. No, because success is judged according to his or her educational level, hardworking and responsibility.
10. Yes. Because a successful person is affordable to buy lots of things.
11. Yes, I agree. Because a person who have a standard lifestyle will be given priority.
12. No, because education, responsible, hardworking and behaviour will judge the success.
13. I'm not agree because we want to judge a person's success we have to look their ability to solve problem and had a qualification.
14. No, because the luck not have at number of symbols of status he owns but it was judged by God.
15. No. the symbols is not important. Not all people need the symbols.
16. No because its judged by our hardworking.
17. Yes, so that people will respected him and be more believable.
18. No, because the luck not have at number of symbols of status he owns but it was judged by God also want to secret his status.
19. Agree and disagree. Sometime proof of success is judged by their property but sometime their success is judged by their kind heart and good personality.
20. Yes, because it is symbols of their successful in their life.
21. Yes. It's because nowadays people were too materialistic. Money and asset is the most important thing than face. Life in this modern city will use a lot of money.
22. No because not all the person's success want to exploit their status.
23. Yes, because many people were respect to a person's who have a lot of status symbol object.
24. No, because success of a person is according to their habits (behave), hardworking, kindness and excellent and their education.
25. No, because I think a person's success it.
26. No, because they want to secret.
27. No, because they want to secret their status.
28. Yes, when the person's success the society give the person priority.
29. Yes.
30. Agree. Because a person who have standard life will given priority.
31. Yes.
32. Agree because a person who have standard life will given priority.
33. Yes, because if someone look at a person's by the number of symbols of status men people were look up for a person by the number of symbols of status.
34. Yes because people look up to who has the number of symbols of status he owns.
35. Agree. Because many people will see this thing seriously. People will not see people poor and not symbols of status.
36. Yes because nowadays people are very materialistic and want their life look advance.
(5) Do you consider things such as handphones and credit cards as symbols of one's status or as something necessary in today's life? Why?

1. I think they are necessary because nowadays, people will be too busy to go to the public phone and waiting for the cashier to give their change.
2. Yes because it will help us count we are in emergency.
3. Something necessary because in this life today, we have to be smarter and faster to get into next millennium.
4. It something necessary in today's life because it is easy to bring wherever they go and it is convenience.
5. It is something necessary because handphone is not important in this days to communicate especially in emergency. If one don't have enough money to buy the thing can use credit cards.
6. It is symbols of one's status. If you have credit card, you will spend more thing without thinking you have cash money or not. Handphones not mean you are rich.
7. Something necessary in today's life because it is convenience and helpful.
8. Yes, because it can be make use when necessary.
9. It is something necessary in today's life because our country is developing and thing such as handphones and credit cards is used for emergencies to communicate and to use money.
10. Necessary. Because handphones are very handy and can use when we are in any place. We can use credit cards when we have no money with us.
11. Yes. It is important as something necessary in today's life because it makes our lifestyle more easy.
12. Symbols of one's status because other people thinks the person are rich and good personality.
13. Yes, because nowadays people like to judge people by looking their handphones and credit cards and they were like the materialistic.
14. Yes, because today's in era technology and many complex use computer and modern technology.
15. Handphones are something necessary in today's life, it make the communication faster but credit cards only as symbols of one's because if we have money, why must we get something with credit?
16. Yes, because we can communicate to other people easily.
17. No, because there are so many people using those things.
18. Yes because today's in era technology and many complex use computer and modern technology.
19. I consider handphones and credit cards as symbols at one's status because when people see a person with this two things they will think the person maybe a rich man or in good work.
20. As something necessary in today's life because it is important to communications while you busy and using credit cards is easy to bring everywhere.
21. Yes. Many of successful people has a good job and good education. So their have a lot of money, handphones and credit cards symbols that the person are educated and rich.
22. Yes, because our nation are going to information technology life.
23. No because know many people that rich or poor or stabil person can used the handphone and credit card.
24. Handphone and credit cards are something necessary in today's life because our world change to materialistic and it make people's life more comfortable.
25. Yes, because all people respect it.
26. Yes because today we have a lot of skills to learn a technology and we are going to the new millennium.
27. Yes because today in era technology and many complex because the credit card and handphone is very important for telecommunication.
28. Yes. It is important in our life.
29. Yes, because handphones and credit cards not have at the poor society.
30. Yes, because today we have a modern technology and high quality.
31. Handphones and credit cards as something necessary in today's life because when we do not have a cash money or while driving we can use it.
32. Yes, because today we have a modern technology.
33. Handphones and credit cards. Because with that thing the people were look up at them when they used it.
34. Handphones and credit cards for status only because they think that thing can make them look rich.
35. Yes because handphones and credit cards very important and easy to people.
36. Yes, because now people in era 2020 must use these for make life easier.
(6) What do you think of advertisements?

1. Advertisements have their good and bad characteristics. However, I think that most advertisements do not give true information about their products.
2. Its very good because it is giving a lot of information.
3. Good because it can tell us a lot of information.
4. Sometimes it is good and sometimes it is make someone easy to be cheat.
5. Advertisement gives details, information, news and perform a product to people. This can help people to choose a product that they like, but sometime it just show the duplicate and cheated people.
6. Advertisement always get someone losing their money. Women were exploitation so are the children. Sometimes, the quality of the thing were too low but the advertisement can make we buy the thing.
7. Some advertisements are good and some aren't because they show something to attract customers like children to buy their things.
8. Advertisement make the person to buy some of the things that had be advertised.
9. There are necessary because people have opportunity to know thing that are in the market.
10. They are necessary because people have opportunity to know thing that are in the market.
11. It is the only way to inform people about something.
12. The advertisements is a good one because we can know more details about the new product.
13. Some of the advertisements have their own attraction and some of them are useless.
14. I think this advertisements are good because it was promoted handphones, cars, credit card better for life.
15. The original aim of advertisements is to show/promote something but nowadays, the advertisements make us ...
16. It is to promote our products.
17. It is used to promote their products.
18. I think this advertisement are good because it was promoted handphones, cars, credit cards better for life.
19. Advertisements not very good. Advertisements attract the community mind and encourage people buy the products.
20. The advertisements is show something necessary in today's life. Advertisement has exploited this innate desire of people to impress others for their own ends.
21. Many of advertisement used a woman to promote their products however a women are not good to use the products, for example, smoke advertisement. Advertisement always exploit women.
22. Advertisements by mobile telephone companies encourage people's obsession to have prestige which comes with owning a handphone.
23. The advertisement is about the people status were be looking from their status symbol objects. Many people can respect the person who has a lot of symbol objects.
24. Advertisements are tool to introduce a product and give information, details to people. But sometimes advertisements cheat the people by promoting the low quality products.
25. The advertisements is good because it give some information.
26. It was promoted handphones, cars, credit cards and better than that.
27. I think this advertisements are good because it was promoted car, credit card better for life.
28. People can know about something.
29. Advertisements have exploited this innate desire of people.
30. Good, because can promote the thing.
31. The advertisements are to have the prestige.
32. Good because can promote the thing.
33. Sometime is good, sometime is bad.
34. Advertisement is good for promote their business thing but if advertisements used wrongly it can make someone.
35. I think this advertisement show about attitude of people today. They want status symbol on their life. But some people not rich but more style and want people proud for them.
36. The advertisement this good because this story about attitude people and I think this advertisement many story about factual.
### APPENDIX 7

#### Narrative 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student No.</th>
<th>Question No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The following answers were discussed before arriving at the final categorisation.

**Question 3 – Answer No. 2** (TSI – She is the house-owner who has passed away implied that she was a ghost.)

**Question 4 – Answers Nos. 2 and 3** (IR – The window did not close by itself.)

**Question 5 – Answer No. 17** (IR – He was not dreaming because later he went out to sleep with his workers.)

**Question 6 – Answer No. 11** (TSI – Ariff’ did not sleep with the others at the beginning.)
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### Narrative 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student No.</th>
<th>Question No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>IR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>IR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>IR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>IR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>IR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The following answers were discussed before arriving at the final categorisation

**Question 3** – Answer No. 2 (TI – Synthesized information by saying that ‘they thought’ instead of ‘while’ if copied directly as cued in the text.)

Answer No. 12 (TI – Did not copy wholesale but only the relevant part needed to answer the question.)

**Question 4** – Answer Nos. 13 and 23 (IR – The snake reacted to the smoke by stirring but both these answers indicated that the snake gave no reaction.)

**Question 5** – Answer Nos. 18, 26 and 33 (IR – The writer could not be considered to be a coward.)

**Question 6** – Answer Nos. 10 and 26 (TSI – The action may not be practical but they might attempt to escape even though any movement may cause the snake to strike. They were willing to take that risk if they were AI.)
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### Expository 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student No.</th>
<th>Question No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>IR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>IR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>TI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.</td>
<td>IR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.</td>
<td>TI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.</td>
<td>TI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The following answers were discussed before arriving at the final categorisation.

**Question 3** – Answer No. 2 (IR – Irrelevantly lifting of information while the feeling of the writer was not stated.)

**Question 5** – Answer Nos. 14 and 18 (IR – The first part was correct but the second part was lifted irrelevantly from information in the text.)
### Expository 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student No.</th>
<th>Question No.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>TSI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>TSI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36.</td>
<td>TE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The following answers were discussed before arriving at the final categorisation.

**Question 3** – Answer Nos. 30 and 32 (IR – The first part was appropriate but the second part was nonsensical which was not needed as part of the answer.)

**Question 6** – Answer Nos. 14, 18 and 27 (TSI – These students gave examples regarding the advantage of advertisements especially as these products were seen as tools for a better life.)

Answer No. 22 (TSI – This student was critical of this kind of advertisement.)